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Financial success is the success in an aspect of life, and not necessarily success in life.
Equating financial success with an entire success is similar to equating a part to the whole.
Success has to do with balancing every aspect of life. Jack Ma is one of the most successful
entrepreneurs in the world, and learning his top rules for success can greatly help you pursue
your dreams and attain true success.

About the AuthorJ.D.ROCKEFELLER is an internationally renowned author with a simple, yet
engaging writing style. An avid world traveler and wine connoisseur, he enjoys looking at the
world through a writer's lens and putting his thoughts to paper everywhere he goes. Join J.D.
Rockefeller's Book Club at www.myfreeEbookdownload.com --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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passion for success. There is perhaps no emotional feeling which is more often shared among
humans than the passion for success. In fact, it is not only everyone who wants to succeed, but
no one wants to be associated with failures. People are channeling a great deal of efforts into
activities, which will help them become successful. Regardless of all this, success stays, and will
continuously stay, beyond the attainment of many people. It shows that the path to success is
small. Although everyone wants success naturally, it is going to amaze you to know that you will
get many different views of success if you would ask various people to define
success.Observations and experience show that, although the desire for success is usual, there
are divergent notions of success among various individuals. It will give you an interest to know
that the conceptions and definitions and many people with regard to success are misleading
and erroneous, and consequently unacceptable. Several people are vigorously pursuing what
they are sincerely misconceiving to be success, only to become sadder in life after they
accomplish them. This is the reason why it is essential to understand the true meaning of
success before starting to pursue it. You need to make sure that the ladder will lean on the right
building before starting to scramble up.What is the meaning of success? Success may be
defined in two senses, namely the strict sense and the general sense. With the general sense,
success is the attainment of a set goal. There are several implications about this definition. The
first implication is that you will attain success every time you are able to translate a set goal into
reality. Another implication about the general sense’s definition is that success entails
accomplishment necessarily. Thereby, there is no such thing as partial success. Another
implication is that success has necessarily relation to a set goal, and this is very important. You
will not have success in a goal that you did not set. Setting your goal is the start of success.In the
strict sense, success can be defined as striving for balance in each aspect of life. This life
definition is very essential, for it will correct some wrong notions of success. For example, a
regular adult is defining success from the financial point of view. This is the reason why rich
individuals and celebrities have been easily said to be successful. It is a very wrong notion of
success. Financial success is the success in an aspect of life, and not necessarily success in
life. Equating financial success with an entire success is similar to equating a part to the whole.
Success has to do with balancing every aspect of life. Jack Ma is one of the most successful
entrepreneurs in the world, and learning his top rules for success can greatly help you pursue
your dreams and attain true success.Who is Jack Ma?The much-known Chinese business
magnate and philanthropist in the West, Jack Ma, was born in Hangzhou in 1964 by the name of
Ma Yun. He was born during the Cultural Revolution of China in which his family was persecuted



for his grandparents having been members of the Chinese Nationalist Party. This group was
opposed to Mao’s Communist Party. If several things will be able to characterize the education,
background, and way to success of Jack Ma, they are fighting, rejection, failure, hard work,
vision, resolve, and agility. Across the life of this businessman, from childhood up to the time
when he built a multi-million dollar global e-commerce technology giant, Jack Ma has failed lots
of times.He was also called crazy and rejected even by his father, who warned him regarding his
distinctive and dangerous ideas, which may have resulted in imprisonment in the earlier
generation. He is the executive chairman and founder of Alibaba Group, which is a family of
successful online businesses. He is the very first mainland Chinese entrepreneur who appeared
on the cover of Forbes. As of November of year 2014, he became the richest man in China and
the 18th richest individual all over the world, with an estimated net worth of $24 billion USD,
according to Forbes. He learned life more from his failures and rejections than by the traditional
channels of education.As a man of outstanding resolve, Jack Ma learned to fail forward and fail
better. He failed a key primary test twice, failed the middle school test thrice, failed the college
entrance examination twice, and has been rejected for most jobs that he applied for after he
graduated from college. Jack Ma was the only applicant out of 35 to be rejected to the police
force, and the only applicant out of 24 to be rejected as a KFC manager. He applied for Harvard
more than ten times, but he got rejected ten times as well. He told himself that he should teach in
this school someday. In the late 1990s after he started Alibaba, he tried getting venture capital
funding in Silicon Valley for Alibaba but was rejected for running an unprofitable business model.
Eventually, he went to China without funding.
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Anderson Cruz, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Excellent reading but contents too little.”

The book by Tom Clonan has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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